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Today, the health care system faces an
enormous task in combatting the tidal wave of noncommunicable disease,
as highlighted by the UN and WHO (1).
Many disorders, including obesity, diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular disease (1),
osteoporosis and mental disorders, are
lifestyle related. The scientific evidence
for the benefits of physical activity (PA)
has accumulated, and today we know
that regular PA will decrease the risk for
non-communicable disease substantially,
lowering the risk of premature cardiovascular death (2), but also having proven
effects in cancer (3) and pre-surgery (4).
In the last decades, a decrease in the level of PA of many populations worldwide
have taken place, and simultaneously an
increase in sedentary time. This trend is
expected to increase even more in the future (5).
PA in everyday health care, is however still under-utilized in relation to the
proven effects. This is despite an almost
universal presence of PA-recommendations in national and international guidelines, often as first-line treatment for a
great number of various disorders (6).
The scientific knowledge of the efficacy
of PA as prevention and treatment of disorders have been collected in reference
books, such as the Swedish FYSS-book
(PA in prevention and treatment of disease) (7), as well as being channelled into
international intitiatives, such as exercise
is medicine (EIM) and similar entities.
In 2012, the Task Force on Health Enhancing Physical Activity in Hospitals
and Health Services (HEPA) was established within the international Health
Promotion Hospital Network (HPH). The
Task Force has run for four years with the
aim of promoting the implementation of

PA as a part of regular health care as an
efficient treatment modality option for a
multitude of diseases.
This supplemt aims to present a number
of papers, helping to aid clinicians and
administrators on planning and executing implementation measures of PA into
health care. The supplement, includes
short papers on the ethics of lifestyle
behavioural change, the barriers and
facilitators of PA implementation, how
to assess PA, health economical aspects
as well as clinical examples of the use of
PA for treatment (the Swedish model of
physical activity on prescription).
We hope you will enjoy the supplement!
Mats Börjesson
Leader of the HPH Task Force on Health
Enhancing Physical Activity in Hospitals
and Health Services (2012-16).
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The scientific evidence for the benefits
of physical activity (PA) has accumulated in the last 20-30 years (1). Regular PA
decreases the risk for cardiovascular disease and death (2) and also has a positive
treatment and/or preventive effect on numerous other conditions, such as depression, osteoporosis and cancer (1;3). On
the other hand, inadequate PA is related
to higher health care expenditures and
an increase of adults’ PA levels to comply
with guidelines may reduce health care
costs substantially (4). The health benefits of PA seem to be dose-dependent,
with the greatest benefits gained from increasing a very low level of activity (2). In
addition, being sedentary has been proposed as an independent risk for future
mortality (5), implying that unnecessary
bedrest also in the hospital setting must
be avoided.
In spite of the evidence supporting its
widespread clinical use, PA is still underutilized as an established treatment
modality in health care (6;7). An insufficeint number of patients are given advice
or counselling on PA in the health care/
hospital setting (7;8). In fact, promoting a healthier lifestyle should be a core
issue in the health care system given the
increase of non-communicable diseases
(NCD) worldwide (9;10), especially as
the major risk factors for NCDs are modifiable through a healthier lifestyle (10).
Thus, the challenge remains to translate
the known research on health benefits of
PA to practical use in the health care system, both for prevention and treatment.
The primary care and hospital settings
offers numerous possibilities for PA to
become a regular treatment modality for
lifestyle related risk factors and disorders.

The goal of the present paper is to aid the
implementation of PA in the hospital/
health care setting, by highlighting facilitators and methods to increase the level
of PA in patients, as well as identifying
barriers to implementation. The latter
may include: lack of motivation (of both
patient and the health care personnel),
structural deficiencies, and lack of education.

Barriers to implementation

Motivational factors
First of all, the motivation of the patient
for change, as well as the resistance to
altering unhealthy habits, is of great importance for the adherence and non-adherence to given lifestyle advice (11). It
is difficult to change a negative lifestyle
behavior (12), and psychological, behavioural and environmental factors
must be considered at the individual level (11;13), showing that Health Psychology has a definitive role in modern health
promotion (13). In addition to established
models for behavioural change (11), new
methods have emerged, with proven efficacy to improve the level of PA in patients
(14). For example, the Swedish model of
physical activity on prescription (PAP)
(15), which is also described in a separate
article in this guide.
Although the patients in different surveys
state that they want and expect the health
care system to provide guidance on lifestyle behaviour and PA, we do not adequately fulfill this task (16). While health
care personnel in general are positive to
lifestyle counseling (17), there are interesting variations among clinicians. In a
nationwide German study in the primary
care, female clinicians were less likely to
perceive barriers to lifestyle counselling,
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and were more likely to ask patients about lifestyle
risk factors compared to their male colleagues (18).
Traditionally, lifestyle advice is performed to a greater degree at primary care level (8). As indicated in a
recent Swedish survey, doctors in the hospital setting
may lack interest and/or knowledge to include counselling of lifestyle behavior as a part of the treatment.
The reason for this may also be partly structural, as at
the primary care level (19). Traditionally, hospital doctors ”treat sick patients” and do not provide (or have
”enough” time for), advice on preventive measures.
Another possible barrier for implementation of PA in
the hospital setting, may be the misconception that PA
is only a preventive measure, when in fact it is also a
treatment option for patients with established disease
(20).

Lack of knowledge
Lack of knowledge on the effects of PA as well as on
effective strategies for lifestyle improval could considerably contribute to the underuse of PA as a treatment
modality (12;17;18;21). Very few hours of the physicians education is dedicated to the effects and implementation of lifestyle change including PA. In fact,
more than half of the physicians trained in the U.S. in
2013, received no formal education in physical activity,
as shown in the U.S. medical education curricula (22).
This may ontribute to physicians feeling less prepared
to counsel the patient on lifestyle behaviors (12;17;22).
A study found that medical school students were more
positive to lifestyle behaviour change before they started medical school compared to after their graduation
(23). Not surprisingly, the PA habits of doctors and
medical students positively influenced the likelihood of
lifestyle counseling (24).
Thus, the medical faculties at major university Hospitals have a great responsibility in spreading the knowledge and scientific evidence on successful methods
for increasing PA in health care (9;21;25), to medical
students as well as doctors at various levels of specialization. University Clinics should spearhead the implementation of evidence-based lifestyle behavioural
change methods in the health care system, starting at
their respective “home” clinics. The learning must be
effective and evidence-based (19), as interactive techniques (audit/feed back) and reminders have been
shown to be more effective in changing the physicians´clinical practice, as compared to printed information and presentations by opinion leaders (25).
It is necessary, that PA and the knowledge on how to
achieve lifestyle changes must have a more pronounced
role in medical educations at different levels, in the fu-

ture. Here it is important to focus also on logistical and
administrative barriers to implementation.
Lack of structural and logistical support
A lack of structural support, including lack of scheduled time for lifestyle counselling, inadequate/lack of
reimbursement and lack of support from superiors
(17;19;21) also contributes to lower motivation of working with lifestyle-related prevention and treatment.
The working load of physicians, make it (increasingly)
difficult to prioritize time for lifestyle counseling (17).
Furthermore, the financial models commonly applied
in the health care system do not allow these prioritizations (17;19). However, many large structural changes in health care have been successfully implemented
in the last decade, and many of them also at a very
fast rate. Modern health care will need to address the
amounting problem of lifestyle related disease, by increasing the profile of lifestyle adjusting care-taking,
such as improving the level of the PA in insufficiently
active patients (9;20;26). By emphasizing the need for
these measures, the health care system, at all levels,
should aid the implementation of PA as regular treatment modality (9). This includes allocation of time,
reimbursement and structural support (17;19). Our future health care cannot afford not to move in this way.
Structural and logistic problems could also be barriers
to working with lifestyle counselling, particularly in the
hospital setting. Patients are staying only a short time
in the hospital and often many different specialists are
involved in the patients care. Also, poor communication between different units within the hospital, is an
important issue to consider when identifying additional barriers. Lack of fitness facilities for the patients in
the hospital setting is in many cases also a barrier. Importantly, there is still a lack of high-quality studies on
the efficacy of increasing the PA level in the hospital
setting. Finally, there is a great need for improving the
communication between the hospitals and the responsible for the continued activity outside the hospital, be
it primary care or ordinary training/fitness facilities, as
well as in the organisation of a structured follow-up.

Facilitators

National and international recommendations
International as well as national recommendations,
uniformly recommend PA as first-line treatment for a
number of major non-communicable diseases (NCD´s)
in today´s health care, including diabetes, obesity, hypertension, osteoporosis and depression (10;27). This
is an important message to the health care system, to
which they have to respond. As mentioned above, the
patients expect health care personnell to deliver life-
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style advice (16), and also consider it to be the responsibility of the health care system to help them be more
physically active (16;28). Still many physicians and
administrators believe lifestyle measures to be someone else´s problem (society, schools, parents), focusing
only on the preventive aspects of PA. In this case, developing national guidelines as a ”pressure from above”
on the health care system, could be central to aiding the
implementation of PA as a method of treatment.

As an example, the Swedish National Board of Health
and Welfare issued their guidelines on disease prevention in 2011. Along with other approaches on lifestyle
factors, methods for increasing PA were reviewed and
evidence graded (29). The conclusion summarizes
that ”the health care system should offer advice with
added written prescription or pedometer and individual follow-up, to all patients being insufficiently
physically active”. This also summarizes the core content of the Swedish model of physcial activity on perscription (PAP) as well as other similar models as an
evidence-based method that could be used within the
health care system to promote physical activity in different settings, including the hospitals.
The role of specialists and their organisations
The efforts of many different specialties will be needed
to tackle the challenge of implementing PA as an ordinary part of hospital care (30). Patients with a sedentary lifestyle and who would benefit from an increased level of PA will be detected by most specialties, including
general practice, cardiology, internal medicine, pain
medicine, psychiatry, orthopedics and surgery. Indeed,
a majority of patients seeking health care would potentially benefit from increasing their PA level. In those
areas where sports medicine specialists are available,
they will fulfill an important role as their knowledge on
how PA affects the body and how disease will affect the
ability to be active is essential, also as a source of reference for other specialists (30).
A majority of treatments initiated in the hospital setting will continue when the patient are referred to
further follow-up in the primary care setting, thus, if
PA will be prescribed regularly in the hospital setting,
it could have a major effect on the long-term continuation of this treatment. Therefore, the hospital doctors
hold a key to the success of PA as a treatment modality.
The role of national and international networks
In recent years, the Swedish and the international HPH
network on Health Promoting Hospitals and Health Services (HPH Network) have focused on three target groups;

the patient, the community and the healt care staff, as all
three groups are seen pivotal for the increased focus on
health promotion in the health care setting. Many of the
logistical and administrative barriers to the establishment
of PAP have been addressed, such as medical record integration, reimbursements and logistics. Different reimbursement models have been applied in different part of
Sweden, some regions reimburse all prescriptions, while
others reimburse only followed-up prescriptions. For PA
to be integrated into the hospital setting, similar national
and local networks need to be maintained.
Today, many international organizations recognize the
importance of PA for health, e.g. the World Health Organization (WHO) (27) and the associated network of Health
Promoting Hospitals (HPH), Health promoting Physical
activity (HEPA), European Society of Cardiology/European Association for cardiac Prevention and rehabilitation
(ESC/EACPR) (31), the International Olympic Committe
(IOC) (9), the European Federation of Sports Medicine
Associations (EFSMA), Exercise is Medicine (EIM) (20),
among others. According to the international HPH Network, a hospital may be considered as offering health promoting, when physical activity has been integrated as a
part of the regular therapeutic alternatives in the hospital
setting. The listed organizations having slightly different
foci, typically organizing different specialists, but they
complement each other as they share the common goal of
increasing PA as a mean to increase health. In the future,
stronger and closer collaboration between relevant organizations are needed.

Summary

As future costs for lifestyle related diseases are expected to multiply worldwide, we now have collected sufficient evidence on the effect of PA for health, as well
as on methods to increase the level of PA in patients.
However, PA is still underutilized as a treatment tool
in health care, while the preventive use of PA is more
recognized. Several barriers, motivational, educational as well as logistical and administrative, have to be
addressed. As for facilitators, guidelines and reimbursement schemes are needed as well as national and
international collaboration between relevant organizations devoted to increase the use of PA in the health
care setting. The implementation of PA in the hospital
setting is equally important as the ongoing implementation of referral systems in general practice and other
health-care setting. Considering the burden of illness
in patients within the hospital settings and the potential benefits of increasing PA level in inactive patients,
perhaps the largest economical gain can be seen within
the hospital setting.
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In health care, the quality shall be continuously secured and developed. Follow-up
of life-style habits such as physical activity does not differ from monitoring of
other treatment in the health care setting. For systematic evaluation, valid and
reliable methods are required as well as
that measurements are conducted before
and after interventions. In this paper, the
concept of assessment is consistently
used instead of measurement since certain measurements are direct while others are indirect and are based on the participant’s own assumptions (1;2).
Physical activity is another word for body
movement that results in increased energy expenditure. Accordingly, physical
activity can be assessed in the form of
energy expenditure or as behaviour. The
components of aerobic physical activity
that have shown a strong link with health
are intensity, duration and frequency.
For health-enhancing effects, the activity is recommended by WHO to be carried out at an intensity that is moderate,
for a time (duration) of at least 150 minutes every week (preferable 3-5 days per
week, frequency) or at an intensity that is
vigorous, for a time of at least 75 minutes
every week (3). A few different methods
are described below that can be used to
assess various aspects of physical activity.

Physical activity assessment
methods

Questionnaires
Questionnaires for assessment of physical activity are the most common method and there are currently hundreds of
versions available (2;4;5). The most basic
questionaires only ask about the individual’s exercise habits and offer pre-deter-

mined responses on a 3–5 degree scale.
The more advanced questionnaires ask
exactly what has been done and for the
duration, and maybe even how often
the individual has been physically active
during a certain period of time (the past
week, month, or a year).
Most questionnaires ask about the degree of exertion, which is affected by the
individual’s capacity. It is likely that the
better aerobic fitness and strength the
individual has, the easier the activity is
perceived to be. In addition, the individual’s body weight is of significance since it
costs more energy to carry around more
weight and the activity is then perceived
as more strenuous. If exercise or training
habits are asked about, it should be noted
that the respondent only assesses parts
of the total physical activity completed.
These questions most often show a high
degree of reliability and validity, since it
is easier to remember what is done regularly and with a higher intensity (6;7).
Exercise has also shown the strongest association to achieved health effects. However, if everyday activities are prescribed,
they cannot be assessed with questions
about exercise.
To calculate the energy expenditure from
questionnaires, the given activities are
weighted with an energy expenditure
measure for the activity. Metabolic equivalent (MET), or a multiple of the oxygen
uptake at rest, is often used (8). Resting
corresponds to 1 MET and light activities
1–3 MET. Activities of moderate intensity can vary between 3–6 MET and activities that entail a high level of exertion are
over 6 MET.
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As many studies show, it has often been difficult to
compare physical activity levels between countries
since different methods have been used. This has led a
group of international researchers to develop a method
that measures all health-enhancing activity, a meassure
which is standardised and can be used internationally. The International Physical Activity Questionnaire
(IPAQ) was developed and method-tested at the beginning of the 2000s (9). As a supplement, the Global
Physical Activity Questionnaire (GPAQ) was developed
(10). These are now a national and international standard in several countries and organisations (WHO,
EU).
Questionnaires are associated with methodological biases, as it is often difficult to remember exertion and
that many individuals may have a tendency to over-report physical activity levels. When selecting the questionnaire for the assessment of physical activity can be
a checklist used to assess the methodological quality
and guidelines for the choice of method based on the
issue, and how systematic method bias can be reduced
(11;12).
Diaries
To determine the total energy expenditure and also obtain a measure of how the activity is divided over the
day, diaries can be used (2;13). The diary should include what has been done based on given examples with a
certain time interval (every 5th or 15th minute).
Diaries have shown a high degree of concordance with
the total energy expenditure, but are time-consuming
for the participants, which means that they are seldom
useful in large scale studies or in clinical settings.
Movement sensors
To reduce the systematic errors that self-reports of
physical activity entail (it is difficult to remember the
degree of exertion, over-reporting is common, etc.),
objective methods are recommended. The instruments
that can assess activity directly are step-counters and
accelerometers.
Pedometers provide a rough measure of the activity
and their use can be beneficial in interventions so the
persons themselves can follow their activity development since direct feedback to the individual is possible.
It should be noted that there are many different brands
of varying quality. Depending on sensitivity and so on,
the variation in the number of steps can be more than
20 percent. A good pedometer should be method-tested in terms of reliability and validity, have a cap, not
have a filter function and should be robust. The sensi-

tivity should be 0.35 G, which means that it is sensitive
to natural human movement (14). The disadvantage of
pedometers primarily lies in the fact that they say nothing about intensity. This means that if a person walks
100 meters, the pedometer will register approximately
110 steps, while it only registers approximately 70 steps
if the person runs.
Accelerometers are more advanced instruments. They
measure acceleration in one, two or three orthogonal
planes with the help of either a mechanical pendulum
or a digital function. Acceleration is a direct measurement of body movement and the higher the acceleration, the greater the intensity. Besides total physical
activity, accelerometers can also provide a measure of
intensity, duration and frequency, and thus give a picture of the pattern of the activity. Another strength of
the accelerometer is the ability to assess inactivity and
sedentary behaviour. Most accelerometers also contain
an inclinometer so body posture can be detected. Accelerometers are more costly than step-counters, but they
are preferable if greater precision is desired. A good accelerometer should be method tested and easy to wear
(15-17).
With accelerometer technology, a time period can also
be set over which the activity should be summarised (a
so-called epoch). The shorter the time period, the more
precision is possible. For adults, the time period of one
minute is most often used and for children 10–15 seconds. In addition, newer models of accelerometers
manage to store data for a longer time, which means
that measurements can be carried out for months if desired, but the individual’s activity is usually measured
for a week. Accordingly, an accelerometer produces
enormous amounts of data. If a 15 second time period
epoch is used, there will be four points per minute, times 1,440 minutes per day, times seven days per week,
resulting in approximately 40,000 data points per individual. An extensive post-treatment of collected raw
data is needed before a comprehensible description of
an individual’s physical activity can be made. In recent
years pattern recognition using the accelerometer raw
data has started to become a common way to analyze
the data. This way is so far not user friendly, and few
studies have shown a connection between this way of
analyzing data and health outcomes.
An accelerometer can be worn on the hip, thigh, ankle or wrist. The position of the body affects the measurement because the movement pattern is perceived
differently depending on where it is placed. The most
common location is on an elastic band around the
waist, near the center of the gravity. For this placement
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most studies have demonstrated high validity for measuring the total energy expenditure. To placeme the accelerometer on the wrist as a watch is becoming more
common,as it is perceived easier to carry, which will increase the likelihood of a person wearing the monitor.
Placement of the accelerometer on the wrist can also
catch arm movements that are not captured when the
monitor is worn around the waist, which can also give
an idea of the activities carried out solely by the arms
or arm movements combined with body movements.
Because of the risk of an overestimation of the total
activity, placement of the accelerometer on the wrist
lowers the validity. Another common location is on the
thigh and is used primarily to assess the positions of seated and standing. The accelerometers commonly used
in research and clinical practice are Actigraph, ActivPAL, Actiwatch, GENEActiv, RT3 and Actical. Since
the principle of measuring the acceleration is the same
for all products determines the appropriate price, how
user-friendly the monitor and software as well as the
issue that precedes the measurement.
The advantage of using accelerometers often outweighs the disadvantages, however. Both pedometers and
accelerometers are insensitive to activities that take
place with the upper-body or activities such as swimming and cycling. In spite of this, they provide a good
view of overall activity and for accelerometers also of
how the activity is divided over the day. Studies have
shown that approximately 90 % of people’s time awake
is spent sedentary or by walking, which justifies the use
of accelerometers as a measure of physical activity.
Heart rate monitoring
One way of indirectly measuring physical activity is
to use heart rate monitors. With the help of a sensor
around the chest and a receiver, the pulse can be continuously monitored. The pulse has a virtually linear
relationship to exercise intensity (primarily aerobic
work – with oxygen). Several models of heart rate monitors have the possibility of storing data and can be
connected to a computer for processing. This method
makes it possible to measure intensity, duration and
frequency. It also provides a good measurement of the
total energy expenditure (18). Heart rate monitors are
frequently used at the individual level to find the individual’s optimal exercise intensity based on current
aerobic capacity.

Combination of methods

New instruments are constantly being developed to
assess physical activity. The most modern instruments, which are more advanced and expensive than
the aforementioned, combine several methods and technologies. Sensewear is worn on the upper arm and
is an instrument that combines triaxial accelerometry
with body temperature, heat flux and galvanic skin response. It gives a measure of the total energy and time
spend in different intensities and the software is relatively easy to handle. ActiReg is an instrument that
combines body position and movement separately or in
combination with heart rate. ActiReg classifies the activity’s energy expenditure in the categories easy, moderate or very strenuous. ActiHeart is another instrument
that combines accelerometry and heart rate. In this
method, the accelerometry weighs the heaviest at low
intensity, while heart rate weighs heavier at high intensity. This way, the measurements are weighted to make
the calculation of the completed physical activity more
precise. New products combine accelerometry and GPS
data (Global Positioning System) to also weigh in movements/distance in the calculations.
Assessment of sedentary behaviour
A person, who follows the health-enhancing recommendations, or the recommendations for strength and
aerobic fitness, can also be sedentary for a significant
part of the day. In other words, it is possible to periodically both be highly active and sedentary “at the same
time” (19). Physical inactivity (can be defined as not
fulfilling the recommendation) and being sedentary
can thereby be viewed as two risk factors, which both
need to be studied together and independent of one
another.
To assess the degree of sedentary behaviour, different
types of questions have been used, such as the time
spent in front of the TV or computer. These questions
are often misleading unless the total sedentary time
and activity is also taken into account. Of the objective
instruments, accelerometers and heart rate monitoring
can provide an illustration of all so-called sedentary
time, as well as active time. Pedometers however, cannot say anything about time spent sitting still. Questionnaires like the IPAQ can also provide an illustration
of this behaviour.
Valid and reliable methods are needed for assessing
whether an individual is sufficiently physically active,
i.e. if her or he needs prescribed physical activity. It
also requires that these are sensitive enough to detect a
change in behavior (12). For example, the Swedish National Board for Health and Social Welfare has devel-
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oped guidelines how health care should work with disease prevention methods have produced a number of
measures of lifestyle, including physical activity (20).
The measurements should be used as a basis for outcome and process indicators. Specific questions may
also be used as an aid in the context of counselling with
individuals about lifestyle habits, in order to identify
individuals who are most in need of increasing their
physical activity (an in-depth assessment may be required) and for monitoring changes in physical activity
levels, both at individual and group level.
Assessment of physical activity within health
care setting
For physical activity, the Swedish National Board for
Health and Social Welfare has chosen two specific
questions, one about physical exercise (high intensity)
and one for everyday physical activity (moderate intensity). The questions are asking about total time of physical exercise and every day physical activity for a usual
week (Figure 1).
Figure 1 Example of questions developed by the Swedish National Board
for Health and Social Welfare, to assess and evaluate health-enhancing
physical activity within the health-care setting.
1. How much time do you spend a usual week on physical exercise that
makes you short of breath, such as running, aerobics and ball game?
0 minutes/not at all
Less than 30 minutes
30-60 minutes (0,5-1 hour)
60-90 minutes (1-1,5 hour)
90-150 minutes (1,5-2,5 hours)
150-300 minutes (2,5-5 hours)
More than 300 minutes (5 hours)
2. How much time do you spend a usual week on every day activities,
such as walking, cycling or gardening? - Include all minutes but only
those with at least 10 minutes per time.
0 minutes/not at all
Less than 30 minutes
30-60 minutes (0,5-1 hour)

The questions are designed so that they can also capture incremental improvements even among those who
are least active, regardless of whether they achieve the
recommended level of activity or not. That question
can capture changes of the least active is important,
because these people have the most to gain by increasing their level of activity. In addition, it is important
to keep in mind that you do additional health benefits
if you have a level of activity that exceeds the recommended.
The results from question 1 (high intensity) and 2 (moderate intensity) of physical activity are weighted together to a common measure named activity minutes.
The level of activity is adjusted to the intensity of the
activity. Activities with a high intensity (question 1) is
multiplied by a factor 2, while activity of less intensity
(question 2) has a factor 1. I. e. 45 minutes of walking
(45x1) plus 45 minutes of running (45x2 = 90 activity minutes) sums up to 135 activity minutes. The goal
is to reach up to 150 activity minutes per week, which
corresponds to the recommendation on physical activity. The questions are tested regarding reliability and
validity, and show that they are equivalent with other
self-reported questions about physical activity (21).
The use of objective measures of physical activity, such
as accelerometry, within the health care setting is becoming more and more feasible and user friendly and is
strongly recommended to reduce measurement errors
due to recall bias.

Conclusion

This paper summarizes different methods for assessing physical activity. Valid and reliable physical activity measures are needed. Objective measures such as
accelerometry are promising. The measures can assist
health care workers in prescribing the right dose of
physical activity and the measures are imperative when
evaluating physical activity interventions in the health
care setting.

60-90 minutes (1-1,5 hour)
90-150 minutes (1,5-2,5 hours)
150-300 minutes (2,5-5 hours)
More than 300 minutes (5 hours)
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Physical inactivity and obesity are one of
five leading global risk factors for mortality in the world (1). Physical inactivity
rises in many countries and it is estimated as being the principal cause for e.g.
approximately 30% of ischemic heart disease burden (2). It increases the risk of
cardiovascular diseases, breast and colon
cancers, dementia and depression and
type 2 diabetes (3).
Physical activity (PA) is a modifiable lifestyle-related risk factor and evidence
shows that PA has health benefits (4;5).
During treatment and consultation of
inactive patients, the health care personnel should advice on the benefits of increased levels of PA (2) and screenings of
patients who do not meet the guidelines
on PA is important (6). In a recent systematic review, Helmenhorst and co-workers present a comprehensive list of physical activity questionnaires (PAQ) for
different age groups with a focus on reliability and validity of the PAQ (7). This
review is helpful in selecting an appropriate PA screening method for different
focus groups. PAQ are the most common
applications in large populations for the
assessment of PA as well as clinical practice (8;9).
PA screening in health care
Primary care can be a cornerstone for
PA promotion as well as PA screening.
In USA, Approximately 78% of people
consult their general practitioner (GP) at
least once a year (9). Primary care is a
good place to promote PA or screen of PA
for several reasons: in developed countries large population consult their GP,
health promotion of integral part of patients having non communicable disea-

ses and simple screening questionnaires
have been available to record PA in primary care (10). In addition GPs are reliable sources of advice (9).
In worldwide medical schools, residency,
and fellowship training programs should
prepare physicians to recommend exercise (11). Currently mostly physicians
in the primary care provides individual
services as counseling on PA to patients
and in most countries primary care offers
PA counseling to a minority of the patients (12). One significant and important
thing, which is easily put into practice, is
the identification of patients who do not
meet current physical activity PA guidelines. Unfortunately, PA is not regularly
assessed in clinical settings (13).
There are several techniques for assessment of PA, like behavioral observation,
questionnaires and calorimeters, heart
rate monitors or motion sensors (e.g., pedometers or accelerometers) (8). Uses of
objective assessment methods of PA are
more frequent use in nowadays. In comparison to alternative methods (e.g. objective methods of assessing PA), PAQs
are short, easy to administer, and require
minimal resources and hereby makes it a
quick tool for screening in the health care
system (8). In addition, PAQ are still the
most feasible and practical method for
screening PA, even though questionnaires have limitations as measurement error and misreporting (7).
PA screening questionnaires
It would be ideal if PQAs can rank patients into four categories: active, moderately active, moderately inactive and
inactive (14). The PA screening method
should also give information about type,
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location, domain and context of the PA (7). Also it is
important that PAQs are reliable, valid and sensitive
(7;15). Based on Helmenhort’s systematic review, most
PAQs appear to have acceptable reliability while the
validity is moderate at best (7). Also it should be stated that PAQs are subjective methods and the results
dependent on the respondent’s cognition. In addition,
questionnaires should not focus only on leisure time
PA but also occupational PA.
International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) is
one type of questionnaire, which can be used to obtain
comparable estimates of physical activity and its short
version is suitable for quick screening in large populations, but it mostly focus on leisure time PA and requires
complex mathematical calculations (9). Stanford Brief
Activity Survey (SBAS) can be used for a quick assessment of the usual amount and intensity of the physical
activity a person performs throughout the day (16), and
Taylor-Piliae and co-workers have shown that SBAS is
a valid and reliable PAQ in older adults (17).
General Practice Physical Activity Questionnaire (GPPAQ) is one example of a validated and reliable questionnaire, which focuses on both leisure time PA and
occupational PA. Recent studies show that GPPAQ is
acceptable for use in general practice by all focus group
participants and most health care professionals considered that they can use GPPAQ in their routine work.
Self- completion by patient of GPPAQ paper-copy before entering a GP consultation was the best method to
screen patients PA. (14). This method can be one of the
most suitable PA screening methods for use in primary
care. Another useful short questionnaire is the 4-level
Saltin-Grimby Physical Activity Level Scale (SGPALS)
(18) and its modernized version (19). In addition SGPALS is associated with cardiovascular risk factors and
the most inactive subjects have the highest risk factor
profile (19).

Conclusions
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There is still a need for accurate and reproducible PA
screening methods in health care. Short questionnaires require minimal resources, which would be ideal
as a quick screening tool for PA in health care. But as
Helmenhorst’s review showed, while the questionnaire
often are reliable their validity is often only moderate.
In the future, more research is needed about finding
the most suitable PA screening method in health care
and the best timing of completing the PAQ during patients visit in the primary care.
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People who engage in physical activity
feel in good shape, and a lot of research
indicates that physical activity is actually
very important for health. Regular physical activity reduces the risk of contracting
a number of severe disorders, such as
cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes,
osteoporosis, locomotive problems, certain types of cancer, and certain psychological disorders. Research also shows
differences in levels of physical activity
between different population groups
where, for example, social and economic
factors play a role. Gender and age differences are also important (1).
Physical activity may be voluntary. Even
though there is no immediate threat to
health, the person simply feels better through being physically active. However,
some people may be forced to engage
in some form of physical activity because of health problems. Another aspect is
the responsibility of health care staff in
recommending physical activity among
patients who need it for medical reasons.
Do health care staff also have a responsibility to promote physical activity among
patients who have no immediate medical
need for it? Using an ethical perspective,
a number of reasons will be given why
health care staff should emphasise the
importance of physical activity, and why
they should implement these ideas in the
patients with whom they come into contact.

Ethical background

Interdependence
The ethical perspective is taken from the
work of the Danish philosopher K.E. Løgstrup and his thoughts about people’s ba-

sic life conditions (2). An important consideration is that we live in what Løgstrup
calls an interdependent relationship. We
live in a mutually dependent relationship to one another, but not in a negative
way; it means we have responsibility for
each other. It also means we have power
over each other, but here the question is
not how we can avoid this power but how
we use it. No-one can really live entirely isolated. The individual is involved in
other people’s lives. This also means that
everyone has some aspect of the other
person’s life in their hands. No-one can
make use of all the opportunities that life
affords completely alone. According to
Løgstrup, this interdependence means
that the individual is completely dependent on other people.
In the care professions, this interdependence is very noticeable. Apart from a
baby’s dependence on their parents, there is no other area of life where a person
places their life in the hands of other people so tangibly as in health care. JeanPaul Sartre expresses similar ideas to
Løgstrup (3). He argues that no-one can
really escape from other people. The
mutual dependency means that an individual remains in the relationship with
the other person. Sartre also argues that,
if we choose not to do something, we
have still made a choice. Non-choice is
also a choice. Because of the mutual dependency, we can never pretend that the
other person does not exist; in the meeting with the other person we are often
forced to take a position.
The ethical demand
Because of the power we have over each
other, and the dependency that exists
between us, we have an ethical demand
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to specifically help the aspect of our fellow human’s life
that we hold in our hand. The ethical demand is not
based on different values or norms, but on the power
we have over each other. The demand gets its content
through the relationships we have to one another. Interdependence is vital for the ethical demand. The demand is not based on any mutual agreement on support
or help, and we do not need to have promised anything
before we are required to help another person. The opportunity to do so is sufficient.
Much of the work of health care professionals is based on an unexpressed ethical demand. The everyday
work in health care is not based on agreements or contracts; instead, there is an unstated demand that the
carer does their best for the person under their care.
But an important part is internalised in the carer; there
are personal characteristics that are desirable in health
care workers (4).
Compassion
Another important concept here is compassion. The
motive for compassionate action is the other person’s
problems and difficulties. The traditional motive for
exercising health care is compassion. The ethical rules
for various professional groups in health care show that
compassion is the most important driver behind engagement in the care recipient. The carer often acts spontaneously, and this is a natural behaviour. If the carer
was not constantly compassionate, health care would
probably not function (4).
Responsibility
Responsibility is an important theme for many philosophers. One philosopher who addressed responsibility was Emmanuel Levinas (5). He argued that no-one
may harm another person’s life, and that applies in
everything we do; no-one may physically or mentally
violate the other person’s existence. The basis of Levinas’ analysis is The Face, with its total nakedness and
the defencelessness of the eyes. The analysis of the face
is depicted as the ethical resistance to the violation of
life, and this is where Levinas finds the basic ethical
choices. It is the face and, not least, the expression,that
makes it difficult and problematical to try to repress the
other person. A consequence of this is that the other
person cannot be regarded as an object, and so remains
a subject. However, according to Levinas, we are often
inclined to convert much of what we encounter to objects. Such an approach does not motivate ethical behaviour, just behaviour that dominates and controls.
Both Løgstrup and Levinas say, in different ways, that
we have a responsibility for each other. Løgstrup says

implicitly that responsibility arises as a consequence of
the mutual dependence while, for Levinas, it arises in
the meeting with the other person and, in particular,
with the other person’s face. So it is the close relationships that form the basis of our responsibility for other
people. This responsibility is also fundamental to us to
feeling trust for one another. Not least within health
care, the idea of responsibility has a special expression. When a patient literally places their life in another
person’s hands, the carer must take responsibility for
the patient. According to Løgstrup, this takes place through interdependence, and, according to Levinas, in
the meeting with the patient’s face.
Responsibility for other people is an integrating part
of life and, within health care, responsibility is an integrating part of the carer’s work. The carer often takes
responsibility spontaneously and subconsciously (6).
Empathy
Empathy means in feeling, which means that everything
around us can generate feelings, including those of
other people. Empathy is a distinguishing characteristic of humans – people can put themselves in other people’s shoes and experience how they feel. Empathy is
thereby part of the human toolkit. We need it to be able
to understand and create relationships with each other.
The carer who is empathetic can create something,
namely relief or mitigation and sometimes hope. Most
people have the ability to behave empathetically (7). A
good relationship to the patient can have positive placebo effects (8).
The carer who has an empathetic approach often also
displays a professional approach. An important requirement here is that the carer must accept that the relationship to the patient is not equal and mutual. A person seeking care is preoccupied with their problems,
their pain, illness and fear. The patient is self-occupied,
and does not see the surroundings or has no interest in
them. There is therefore an imbalance in the relationship, because it is the carer who is under the greatest
pressure, namely to let the patient’s needs come first
(9).
Another requirement is that the carer must be aware
of their own needs and feelings. It is only when we are
aware of our own needs that we can control them, so
that they do not dominate in the contact with the patient (9).
Autonomy
Another aspect of interdependence is autonomy – the
notion that everyone is a free and independent indivi-
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dual (10). Autonomy is perceived as a goal, which can
only be attained under special social conditions. It is a
situation where we behave like responsible people in
relation to ourselves and to others and their lives. This
perception of autonomy tells us that humans are social
beings who are dependent on other people, and we help
each other to bridge various types of weakness (11).
One of our most basic experiences is that weakness in
the form of illness or social problems may undermine
our autonomy. But it can be compensated if the person
with the power to help reinforce autonomy does so. In
this way, we can be freed from our weakness. A patient
places their life in the hands of other people in a way
that does not happen elsewhere in society. The patient
is in a subordinate position, and the carer is in a position of great power. The task of the health care staff is to
promote human values in the patient, and not to suppress them. The perception of autonomy here means
that the carer takes responsibility for themselves and
for the person who they are to help.

Discussion

Analysis of this article from existential and ethical
aspects is mainly based on a method developed by K.E.
Løgstrup (2) and partly the method developed by E. Levinas (5). It is not the only possible method, but it stimulates the examination of aspects seldom discussed
in cases of this kind. Encouraging patients to engage in
a physical activity is very beneficial for the patient but
not only for the patient, it also benefits society as it may
reduce the costs for health care. From the clinical perspective it is important that the staff focuses attention
to this important part of every patient´s life. Research
studies have examined the importance of physical activity, mostly in relation to various life-changing events
e.g. disease or accident (12-15).

the patient also involves employing an empathetic and
professional approach. Promoting physical activity is
also a way to strengthen the patient’s autonomy.
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Conclusion

Many people engage in some form of physical activity.
Most people do so without any contact with the health
care services, and the health care services have difficulty in accessing people who are not physically active.
However, what is important is to implement the importance of promoting some form of physical activity
among the patients you meet, particularly in the groups
for whom, in some way, physical activity is alien.
There are many reasons for this. There is an ethical demand to take care of the person in our care. One way to
do this is to inform them of the importance of physical
activity. By doing so, we are showing compassion, and
we are also taking responsibility for them. Engaging in
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The importance of physical activity was
recognized already by the Greek physician Hippocrates, who wrote around 400
BC: “walking is men’s best medicine”.
Nowadays, 31.3% of the world population is physically inactive, ranging from
34.8% in Europe, 17% in South-East Asia
to about 43% in North/South America
and the eastern Mediterranean (1). The
negative effects for an inactive lifestyle
are well documented. It was estimated that physical inactivity causes 6-10%
of the burden of disease from coronary
heart disease, type 2 diabetes, breast
and colon cancer. If physical inactivity would be eliminated, life expectancy
is expected to increase worldwide with
0.68 years (range 0.41-0.95 years) (2).
In a study of actual medical expenditure
of 3500 adults from the United States, it
was shown that physically active adults
used 1000 dollar (±€780) less on yearly
medical care services compared to inactive adults (3). In studies from Canada,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom and the
United States, of the total direct health
care costs 1.5% to 3% could be inferred
to physical inactivity (4). In an Australian
study, simulation models were developed
and it was demonstrated that a 10% reduction in physical inactivity can lead to
potential cost savings of approximately
€180 million, with 37% of savings for the
health care sector (5).
The World Health Organization (WHO)
has centered physical inactivity prevention as one of its main targets. Overall,
current evidence showed that encouraging PA lead to improved PA levels (6-9).
A review on the effectiveness of PA in-

terventions has shown that to increase
levels of physical activity over 12 to 24
months, this was slightly more effective
for older (60+ years) compared to middle aged individuals (8). Further, it was
shown that twelve patients (95% CI 7 to
33) were ‘needed to treat’ with a PA intervention, in order for one additional
sedentary adult to meet global recommended PA levels (i.e., being physically
active at moderate-intensity for at least
150 minutes per week). Another finding
was that at 12 months brief advice interventions led to higher self-reported PA
compared to intensive interventions (9).
For optimal decision-making, economic
evaluations of PA interventions are needed. Economic evaluations are increasingly used to inform decision makers
not only on the effectiveness of these
interventions, but also in their resource implications in terms of time, effort
and money. Within an economic evaluation, the main aim is to calculate the
costs and effects of an intervention and
to compare this to the costs/effects of
one or more alternatives (10;11). The section below provides a brief overview of
economic analyses in PA interventions
for community and primary health care.
The intervention effects are mainly presented in terms of Quality Adjusted Life
Years (QALYs) as the primary outcome.
A QALY represents the additional life
expectancy resulting from the intervention when corrected for the quality of that
life expectancy. Further, section below
will reflect on some gaps in the evidence
and will provide implications for current
primary health care practice.
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Cost-effectiveness of PA in community and primary health care
The study of Roux et al., (12) investigated the cost-effectiveness of seven community-based initiatives in PA
(i.e., community wide campaigns, social support interventions, individually adapted behavior change and
creation for enhanced access to PA places). With means
of a lifetime cost-effectiveness analysis on a simulated
cohort, it was shown that the community based PA interventions were cost-effective. Cost-effectiveness ratios ranged between
€11,000 and €55,000 per QALY
(quality-adjusted-life-year gained), relative to no intervention. The relative risk of five diseases (coronary
heart disease, ischemic stroke, type 2 diabetes, breast
cancer and colorectal cancer) was assessed across a
range of PA intensity levels. All interventions appeared
to reduce disease incidence (e.g., reduction of 15-85 cases per 100 000 for breast cancer). Interventions with a
shorter time frame were associated with lower cost-effectiveness.
A systematic review (13) on community-based PA
promotion (behavioral and environmental strategies)
showed that the estimated cost was around €800 over
12 months per participant to increase PA to recommended levels. Environmental strategies and interventions
targeted at general practitioners had the most potential.
Another systematic review (14) on both community
and primary health care PA interventions (walking,
exercise groups, brief advice, gym-based exercise classes or instructor-led programs), overall showed that
most interventions were cost-effective. Exercise on
prescription delivered by nurses/primary care doctors
by means of mail or telephone counseling and some
group interventions were more cost-effective than intensive instructor-led PA interventions. Based on the
higher quality studies, it was found that PA interventi-

ons could be delivered for between €1,120 and €15,680
per QALY.
Pavey et al., (15) conducted a systematic review and
economic evaluation on exercise referral (i.e., a person
is referred by a health care professional to a third party,
such as leisure centers or gyms for supervised exercise
programs). Exercise referral was less effective to target
PA. Moreover, it was shown that for sedentary individuals, aged between 40-60 years without a diagnosed
medical condition, the cost per person in improving
PA was €26,500/QALY. The cost-effectiveness was
improved in groups with a medical condition; obesity
€18,600/QALY, hypertension €16,300/QALY and depression €10,700/QALY.
A recent study with the use of time-based modeling
investigated brief advice in PA. Brief advice consisted
of verbal advice, discussion, negotiation or encouragement with or without follow-up. Incremental costs
per QALY of a brief advice intervention were estimated
around €2,200. Cost-effectiveness of brief advice interventions in PA versus usual care seemed to vary by age;
higher effectiveness was found in individuals over 50
years. Also, higher cost-effectiveness was found when
recruitment was focused on individuals with a medical
condition (16).
Overall, most physical activities initiatives in community and primary health care were found to be cost-effective (12-16). Figure 1 shows that the costs are varying between €1,120 and €55,000 (original values were
converted to euros) per QALY. Due to a great diversity
in the chosen type of economic evaluation, intervention mode, outcomes and costs components (17;18)
large differences in QALYs were observed. Even so, a
large amount of the reviewed studies were under the
willingness to pay threshold reported by the National
Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE),

Figure 1 Overview studies showing the costs of a PA intervention/ per QALY (quality-adjusted-life-year)
€2,200

Brief Advice PA in primary care (Anokye 2014)

€26,500

Exercise referrral (Pavey 2011)

€1,120-15,680

Primary care and community based PA interventions (Garrett 2011)

Community based PA interventions (Roux 2008)

€11,000 - 55,000
Costs per QALY
0

€20,000

€40,000
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namely GBP20,000 to GBP30,000 (i.e., ±€25,000 to
±€38,000) (19).
The abovementioned information is based on literature
extracted until September 2014.
Gaps in the evidence
Despite the growing evidence that PA interventions
are cost-effective, there are several gaps in the evidence. Overall, there is a great variety in the study design,
type of PA (e.g., supervised versus unsupervised), time
horizon implemented, study outcomes for cost-effectiveness analyses such as activity changes or falls, quality
adjusted life years (QALY’s) or disability adjusted life
years (DALY’s) and the use of self-report measures instead of objective measures (e.g., accelerometers) for
measuring PA. Also, there is little standardization of
what constitutes costs and the manner in which costs
are collected (alongside the trial or estimated costs are
used through assessing those costs retrospectively or
by modeling). Moreover, there is a great variety among
countries (i.e., healthcare-systems, infrastructure, funding and cost structures). With these issues in mind, it
is difficult to draw firm conclusions about which type
of PA intervention is most cost-effective in community
and primary health care.
Implications for practice
To plan implementation of PA interventions in primary care, the following recommendations can be considered. For now, it seems that PA delivered by nurses/
primary care doctors is more cost-effective than intensive instructor-led PA interventions. Environmental interventions, group interventions and interventions targeted at general practitioners had the most
potential. Another recommendation is to target brief
advice interventions at older individuals (>50 years)
and to focus on individuals with a medical condition,
as this provides more value for money. Interventions
with a longer time frame were associated with a higher
cost-effectiveness. Exercise referral is recommended
for subgroups with a diagnosed medical condition. Moreover, based on previous evidence, a multi component
intervention is likely to result in larger health gains
than individuals interventions and hence have a higher
likelihood for cost-effectiveness (20). What still has to
be established is whether new information technologies (website or applications on smart phones) can improve cost-effectiveness. Internet has potentially lower
costs and therefore the cost-effectiveness could be increased. However, it has to be kept in mind that until
now research on internet-based strategies have revealed limited effectiveness (21).

Most research has been done in developed countries;
research among low-income countries is recommended. Further, it is known that socio-economic factors
are determinants of physical activity. Generally, primary prevention in PA will help individuals who are already stimulated to reach PA recommendations. Since
people in PA interventions are more likely to be highly
educated and in good health, PA interventions in the
general population may increase inequity. The benefits
of PA interventions are higher if interventions are designated to groups that are the least active and could
benefit the most. The WHO’s STEPwise approach
which was initiated (chronic disease risk factor surveillance) in 2000 and assists countries of low and middle
income to obtain information about physical activity
(22). By now, physical activity data is available for over
35 African countries.
Given that overall PA interventions in community and
primary health care are cost-effective, it is important
for decision makers to look at the affordability of the
PA interventions. Much of the interventions differ in
costs due to differences in intensity, mode, duration
and frequency.

Conclusion

PA promotion is needed in the health care setting. PA
interventions can be delivered in a cost-effective way,
suggesting that wide spread implementation is justified. Though, there are still several flaws to be covered
since the previously conducted studies show a great variety in (i) costs measured, (ii) design of studies, (iii)
outcomes measures, (iv) the use of self-report vs. objective measures, (v) PA intervention modes, (vi) time
horizon interventions and (vii) a country’s (healthcare) system. For now it seems that PA interventions are
cost-effective when direct supervision is not required,
targeted at older individuals and/or individuals with
a medical condition, group intervention is preferred,
a longer time frame is recommended, a multi-component intervention is a preferred choice, and nurses/
primary care doctors could be best in delivering the
interventions.
Key messages
• High need to improve standardization and comparability of economic evaluations.
• Most reviewed studies were cost-effective, especially with less resource intensive PA interventions
(e.g., no direct supervision).
• Brief Advice interventions in PA compared to usual
care are cost-effective, with increasing cost-effecti-
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veness at a higher age and with focus on individuals with a medical condition.
• Decision makers should pay attention to differences in PA interventions; i.e., intensity, mode,
duration and frequency.
• Most reviewed studies (studies were extracted until
September 2014) were cost-effective, especially
with less resource intensive PA interventions (e.g.,
no direct supervision).
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The importance of regular physical activity for health and longevity is evident,
even with traditional risk factors and genetic factors accounted for. Public health
guidelines subsequently promote 150
minutes of weekly exercise of at least
moderate intensity. More recently, prolonged sitting has been recognised as, regardless of regular exercise, an independent deleterious behaviour associated
with increased risk for type-2 diabetes,
the metabolic syndrome, non-fatal and
fatal cardiovascular disease, all-cause
mortality as well as ovarian, colon and
endometrial cancers (1;2). In a recent
meta-analysis, Chau and co-workers reported an increased risk of 5% for every
1-hour increase in sitting time >7 hours/
day of total sitting after taking exercise
into account, with an overall weighted
population attributable fraction (number
of deaths attributed to daily sitting time)
of 5.9% (3). This is comparable to recent
World Health Organization estimates for
other major risk factors such as physical
inactivity (5.5%) and obesity (4.8%) (4).
Historically, being sedentary has often
been considered equivalent to a lack of
sufficient amount of exercise, hence conceptualised as reflecting the lower end of
the physical activity continuum. In the
light of the recent research, it is suggested that regular exercise and sedentary
behaviours should rather be seen as two
distinct behaviours, each with partly independent importance for health and
disease risk (5). Prolonged sitting is a
behaviour related to bodily movement,
or in this case absence of movement, but
distinct from physical activity. It is defined as any waking behaviour characterised by energy expenditure ≤ 1.5 metabolic
equivalents (METs, where 1 MET is considered as the resting metabolic rate) in a
sitting or reclining posture, with absence
of muscular contractions within the lar-

ge skeletal muscle groups of the body (5).
Sedentary behaviours are ever-present
in today’s society, but seldom reflected
upon by the individual. They typically
occur in the context of workplace sitting,
television viewing, computer and video
game use, and car travel. Recent data
from population-based samples indicate that in general 55-70% of the waking
hours is spent sitting (6).
Sedentary behaviours primarily limits
the activity embedded into much of daily life; this activity is mainly performed
on a low intensity level not intended to
constitute exercise, and is hence referred
to as non-exercise physical activity. Conversely, sedentary behaviours are poorly
correlated with time spent in exercise.
One reason for this is that the proportion
of time spent doing intentional exercise
usually consists of only a fraction of the
day, leaving much time for daily activity or sitting. Figure 1 describes the daily
movement pattern captured by an objective motion sensor. It shows the potential
effects and volume of sitting, low-intensity daily activity and moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (exercise). The
powerful biological effect of exercise is
well-known; however, the daily volume is
low, and a large proportion of the adult
population lack daily exercise. On the
other hand, the emerging evidence of the
hazard of prolonged sitting and the importance of low intensity daily activity is
a central issue. Along with the revolution
in technology and restructuring of society
in recent decades, there has been a shift
in the balance between time spent in daily
activity and time spent sitting, in favour of
the latter. The result of this is an ”unnaturally” high amount of sitting time in the
general population. As the human genetic
structure has probably changed little in
the past 30,000 years, and is therefore not
selected for a sedentary lifestyle, it is hardly surprising that the contemporary lifestyle has generated health consequences
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Figure 1 Time spent in sitting, low-intensity physical activity of daily life, and moderate-to-vigorous activity (exercise) in a cohort of adult Australian men
and women, illustrating the three main intensity components of the daily movement pattern, their interrelationship, and their potential health impact
(adapted from (12)).

MVPA (5%)

Potentially unique
biological stimulus?
AND
Large Volume

LIPA
(35-40%)

for the humans of the modern 21th century. Epidemiological studies have also implied that in today’s society it is not only possible, but very common, to exercise
regularly yet be highly sedentary during the day, referred to being an ”active couch potato” (7). A common
example may be an office desk worker who sits most of
the day, but exercises in the evening. A reverse example is a childminder who is constant moving around caring and supervising the children, but without regular
exercise habits in leisure-time. Hence, the importance
of non-exercise daily activity as the main substitute for
prolonged sitting during the day is subsequently augmented. Recent research has reported independent
importance of non-exercise activity for metabolic health, cardiovascular disease and mortality (8-10). For
example, after 12.5 years follow-up in 60-year-old Swedish men and women, a generally active daily life, regardless of regular exercise habits, reduced the risk of a
first-time CVD event by 27% and that of all-cause mortality of 30%, in comparison to low daily activity (11).
Secondary prevention and hospital care
Most research has until now been conducted in healthy subjects. However, the importance of reducing sedentary behaviours in clinical populations and hospital
patients might be even more significant, as these more
frequently tend to be highly sedentary, physical inactive and overweight or obese (13;14). Previous studies
in adults at high risk for and patients with newly diagnosed type-2 diabetes, have reported strong, adverse
associations between time spent sedentary and cardiometabolic risk, even after adjustment for exercise (14,
15). In a small sample of men with manifest type-2 diabetes, introduction of short repeated bouts of low intensity walking, compared to a day of prolonged sitting,
reduced postprandial glucose and insulin responses
(16). Moreover, low leisure-time physical activity has
been associated with an increase use of hospital care
(17). Men with the lowest leisure time activity level had

Sedentary
(55-60%)

Well-Known, powerful biological stimulus
BUT
Low Volume
Newly-emerging,
unique detrimental
biological stimulus?
AND
Very Large Volume

on average 36% more hospital days, and women 23%,
than their more active counterparts.
Potential mechanisms
A potential mechanism to explain the observed hazardousness of prolonged sitting and benefits of a daily
active life is energy expenditure. Prolonged bouts of sitting results in low energy expenditure close to the basal
metabolic rate, while standing up and engaging in daily
activity multiplies it. Hence, variation between sitting
and standing/ambulating plays a significant role for the
general population in the maintenance of energy balance and in regulating body fat storage. Comparisons of
different daily movement patterns have shown that the
daily energy expended in activity for standing or ambulatory workers might be double the energy expended
in seated workers (18). The importance of daily activity
for long-term energy balance has also been shown on
a greater scale in middle-aged adults in the U.S, where
the authors concluded that jobs requiring higher energy expenditure had decreased in U.S. private industry
over the last five decades, resulting in an average decrease of 130 kcal in daily occupation-related EE (19).
Subsequent energy balance modelling showed that this
EE reduction could account for a significant proportion
of the increase in mean body weight in the U.S. during
recent decades. Another potential mechanism is linked
to the lack of muscular contraction during sitting. This
leads to reduced glucose uptake and undermines the
endocrine function of the skeletal muscle, which may
cause malfunction of several organs and tissues of the
body. However, activation of the skeletal muscle per
se, and not necessarily the intensity of the activity, will
ensure sustained endocrine function and blood glucose
regulation. Other proposed mechanisms are linked to
vascular function. Even short periods of sitting (30 to
60 minutes) have been shown to induce different adverse haemodynamic responses within the blood vessels, causing elevation of oxidative stress and endothe-
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lial dysfunction; both of which promote atherosclerosis
(underlying cause of cardiovascular diseases) (20).
Moreover, a recent published paper also linked reduced sitting time with telomere lengthening (21). A telomere is the region at the end of a chromosome, protecting the end of the chromosome from deterioration,
and seen as a marker of biological ageing.
Breaks in prolonged sitting
The distribution of the time spent in sitting seems to be
as relevant as the total time. A higher number of breaks
in sedentary time (a transition from sedentary to an active state) have been, independently of total sedentary
time and exercise, significantly associated metabolic
health (22). In addition, recent experimental trials have
showed that compared to uninterrupted sitting for 5
hours, when the prolonged sitting was broken up with
low-intensity walks, irrespectively of walking intensity,
postprandial glucose and insulin levels were lower and
beneficial changes were induced in the expression of a
number of genes linked to factors including glucose homeostasis, inflammation, and metabolic risk (23;24).
What should we communicate?
Evidence now exists which implies the importance of
reducing sitting time in the prevention and treatment
of several common public health diseases, both in healthy subjects as well as in clinical populations. Hence, as with considering different components of our
diet (e.g. carbohydrates, fat, and protein) as unique
nutrients with different importance for bodily function, the three different aspects of our daily movement
pattern (sitting, low-intensity daily activity and exercise) should be independently considered in research
and health promotion. Although it may seem that sitting or moving is a voluntary choice, there are many
different factors that influence whether, when, and
how we sit for extended periods during the day. For
example, sitting is often non-discretionally incorporated in different tasks, mainly as occupational sitting by
the desk. Social norms, such as sitting versus standing
during meetings, are another influencing factor, and
the possibility of walking during the busy day is limited
by the need for quick transport between different activities. Hence, to reverse the negative trend and to decrease sitting time in the society, the responsibility lies
not only in the hands of the individual but also in for
example clinical practice to address and highlight an
unhealthy sedentary behaviour, decision-makers and
employers to design the neighbourhood and occupational setting into promoting and enabling regular daily
activity (walkability, active transport and alternative
work station arrangements), and the social context to
accept that sitting is not the normal state.

For future health, a generally active daily life, interruptions with low-intense activity breaks while seated for
prolonged periods as well as regular exercise should be
recommended.
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The efficiency of using physical activity
(PA) in health care relies on two main qualities; the prevention or treatment effect
of physical activity and the ability of the
caregiver to motivate individuals to participate. In several of aspects, adults and
children differ concerning these two qualities. Most importantly, the manifestations of chronic, life-style dependent diseases are less common in children, since
latency between exposure and outcome is
relatively long. Therefore, the promotion
of PA for children in health care is often
focussed on prevention of comorbidity
and reduction of risk factors, rather than
treating illness.
Many of the relations between physical
activity and risk factors found in adults
are present in young children and adolescents. These include lowered metabolic
and cardiovascular risk factors, improved
cognitive functioning and improved wellbeing among physically active individuals, compared to less active. More specifically, systematic reviews conclude that
physical activity lowers blood pressure
and lowers elevated blood lipids in children and adults (1). Other meta analyses
and systematic reviews show beneficial
effects from physical activity on glucose metabolism (2-3) and insulin sensitivity (4). Exercise has long been used
as complimentary treatment in juvenile
idiopathic arthritis with some beneficial
effects (5). Low self-esteem and low health-related quality of life (HRQoL) have
been shown to positively affected by physical activity in children and adolescents
(6). Positive effects of exercise on depression has been shown in (7) Further, intense physical activity has been shown to
increase cognitive abilities in untrained

adolescents (as well as in adults). In single studies, relations between metabolic
risk and PA has been showed in children
as young as nine years old (8).
Thus, there are diseases and illnesses in
which PA and exercise may be beneficial in both preventing and treating. Apart
from this, children, as adults, have a need
for physical activity for the prevention
of other illnesses. Therefore, PA recommendations has been developed which
may be regarded as a minimum of activity for both healthy and clinical populations. In Sweden and in many other countries, children are encouraged to reach 60
min of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) per day. The intensity needed to reach MVPA is generally accepted to be 3 METs, which corresponds to
a rather brisk walk. However, in children
a 4-METs cut-off has been proposed,
since children has a have a higher basal
metabolic rate. In addition, children are
encouraged to participate in resistance
training and skeletal loading activities
three times per week and to participate in
activities that develop their fundamental
movement skills. These recommendations may also be applicable in many clinical populations for preventive purposes.

Status

Sedentary behaviours are probably as
prevalent in children as in adults, but
are not linked to the steep rise in risk
factors as in adults. In a meta analysis
of the International Children Accelerometer Database (ICAD), Ekelund and co
workers (9) reported no relation between
time spent sedentary and metabolic risk
factors. Interestingly however, Hsu and
colleagues recently reported a reversed
causality, indicating a prospective in-
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crease in sedentariness among children with elevated
metabolic risk, (10). To date, only a few countries have
issued recommendations for limiting sedentary behaviours. Limiting screen time to less than two hours
and to limit motorized transport in children five to eleven years old are examples of such recommendations
(CSBG, www.csbg.ca/guidelines). Other such recommendations limit screen time to one hour in children
aged two to five years of age (www.health.gov.au).
Apart from promoting effective duration, intensity and
frequency, a major issue is to find attractive types, or
modes, of activity. Rates of following prescription of
physical activity in adults are well comparable to those
of taking prescribed pharmacological treatment, such
as diuretics or other anti-hypertensive agents (11).
To a large extent, knowledge is lacking about how to
increase PA in children. This seems true in both treatment and in health promotion. When hospital setting
interventions are given, participation rates seem slightly higher (see for example 12). However, the majority
of studied interventions are home-based or in other
settings. In sub-groups such as children with cystic
fibrosis (13) or childhood cancer survivors (14) the
numbers of studies are yet not large enough to be convincing that interventions are efficient in promoting
PA or to give directions on how to encourage patients
to increase PA. The same seems true regarding obesity
(15-16). Meta analyses (17-18) and systematic reviews
(19-20) show small intervention effects when efforts
are made in school settings or in family based interventions. To some extent, school-based interventions have
been found to be more efficient than other forms (19).
Beets and co-workers (21) investigated a sub-form of
such school-based interventions, those focused on after-school activities, and found even stronger effects on
PA-levels, fitness, body composition and blood lipids.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the effect of PA in children has been
shown to be important in both primary and in secondary prevention. The reported results on the influence of PA on for example metabolic and cardiovascular risk factors are convincing, probably from
an early age. However, the design of attractive interventions is the problem at hand. As in adults, children tend to be resistant to life style change, despite
the fact that it would help them feel better and resist
future and on-going illness. Future well-designed research, probably of a cross-discipline type, is needed
to find ways to help children to a more active lifestyle.
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The Nordic countries are similar in several respects such as culture and social
conditions, and they have co-operation
in a number of aspects, including health
and welfare. Equal opportunities, social solidarity and security for all, as well
as equal access to health services for all
including socially disadvantaged and
vulnerable groups are common principles for the Nordic countries. The context
also share several challenges with regard
to health problems, such as an inadequate level of physical activity, overweight
and obesity, lifestyle diseases and social
inequalities in health. Health care in the
Nordic countries is public and largely
financed through taxes or compulsory
health insurance systems. At the same
time, The Nordic countries are different
with regard to such matters as what organizational level is responsible for public
health work and healthcare, respectively.
All of the countries have well-established systems for primary care. However,
where the primary care is placed in the
organisational structure differs as it is
either county councils/regions or municipalities that are responsible. There are
differences between the countries with
regard to the amount of staff employed in
the healthcare system, both in total and
in various professions.

Methods and models for prescribing physical activity
In Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden, various models for prescribing
physical activity through the health care
services have been developed since late
1990s. The development and detailed de-

scription of the methods until 2010 are
presented in “Physical activity on prescription in the Nordic region - experiences and recommendations” written by L
Kallings on behalf of the “Nordic network
for physical activity food and health” (1).
Iceland started to use physical activity
on prescription (PAP) in 2014 and their
model is built on the Swedish PAP model. All models have their advantages and
disadvantages and different models are
suitable for different conditions. Most of
the models have been scientifically studied, and increases patients´ physical activity level. One method that is effective
under certain conditions may not necessarily be directly transferrable to work in
other countries, due to differences in the
contexts, the health care system and important stakeholders and so on.
The common denominator in the various
models for physical activity on prescription is that physicians or other licensed
health care professionals discuss with
the patient and prescribe a written prescription for physical activity. Another
common approach is that each country
has one or more models that are adapted
to local conditions in each region, county
council or municipality.
Differences between the models primarily concern who issues prescriptions,
who has a motivational interview with
the patient and follows up the prescribed
activities and which patients are eligible.
There is a wide variation in how intensive
the interventions are, what is done within
the health care services and in cooperation with other actors in society, and if
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focus is on promoting physical activity individually or
in group activities. Some models use existing structures in society while others have developed new ones.

Figure 1 Schematic figure of the different methods for prescribing physical
activity in the Nordic countries (modified from Kallings 2010 (1)).

The different methods of prescribing physical activity
in the Nordic countries is described in a schematic way
in Figure 1 and can mainly be divided into 5 main models:
1. Physical activity on prescription (PAP)
• Health care professionals use counselling, written
prescription of physical activity and arrange for
follow-ups for both health effects and physical activity.
• The physical activity is conducted outside the health care setting, either as activity that the individual does on his or her own or an organised activity
in ordinary activity groups in the society.
2. PAP with guidance within the health care
setting
• Health care professionals use counselling, written
prescription of physical activity and arrange for
follow-ups for both health effects and physical activity.
• Coaches (mostly physiotherapists or nurses) within
the health care setting add more motivational
counselling, help to find suitable physical activity
and have follow-ups of the physical activity. Give
the prescriber feed-back on the patient’s adherence
to physical activity.
• The physical activity is conducted outside the health care setting, either as activity that the individual does on his or her own or an organised activity
in ordinary activity groups in the society.
3. PAP with guidance outside the health care
setting
• Health care professionals use counselling, written
prescription of physical activity and arrange for
follow-ups for both health effects and physical activity.
• Coaches outside the health care setting add more
motivational counselling, help to find suitable physical activity and have follow-ups of the physical
activity. Give the prescriber feed-back on the patient’s adherence to physical activity.
• The physical activity is conducted outside the health care setting, either as activity that the individual does on his or her own or an organised activity
in ordinary activity groups in the society.

4. Exercise referral
• GPs refer patients to exercise groups within the health care setting.
• Exercise coaches (mostly physiotherapists) within
the health care setting use motivational counselling, conduct exercise tests and have follow-ups of
the physical activity.
• The physical activity is conducted in groups within
the health care setting 1-2 times per week during
3-6 months.
5. Healthy living prescription scheme
• GPs or other health care professionals refer patients to exercise groups at a Healthy Life Centre
within the health care setting.
• Healthy living prescription schemes are structured
follow-up 3 months program that starts and ends
with a health conversation. Plan for follow-up is
based on the participant’s needs and goals regarding physical activity or other lifestyle (such as diet
or smoking) and created in collaboration between
health professionals and participant.
• Exercise coaches (mostly physiotherapists) within
the health care setting use motivational counselling, conduct exercise tests and have follow-ups of
the physical activity.
• The physical activity is conducted in groups within
the health care setting 1-2 times per week during 3
months.
The PAP model (1) is mainly used in Sweden, Finland
and to some extent in Norway. PAP with guidance
within the health care setting (2) is the main method in
Iceland and also in use in Sweden. PAP with guidance
outside the health care setting (3) is a method in Sweden. Exercise referral (4) is the Danish method and the
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Healthy living prescription scheme (5) is the main method in Norway. Links to more information of the various methods and evaluations of prescribing physical activity on prescription in the different Nordic countries
are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Information of the various methods of prescribing physical
activity on prescription in the different Nordic countries
Country

Original name Homepage/main references for Scientific
of the method description of the methods
publications

Denmark

Motion på
recept (MpR)

The Danish Health and Medici(3-8)
nes Authority: Resultatopsamling
af motion på recept i Danmark
(2)

Iceland

Hreyfisedill

www.hreyfisedill.is

Finland

Liikkumisresepti

http://www.ukkinstituutti.fi/en/
research/promoting-health-enhancing-physical-activity/developing-physical-activity-counselling

(9-11)

Norway

Frisklivsresept

https://helsedirektoratet.no/
folkehelse/frisklivssentraler

(13)

The Norwegian Directorate of
Health: Veileder for kommunale
frisklivssentraler (11)
Sweden

FaR – fysisk
aktivitet på
recept

http://www.fyss.se/fyss-in-english/
www.folkhalsomyndigheten.
se/far/
Swedish National Institute
of Public Health: Individually
Adapted, Written Prescription of
Physical Activity – FaR® (12)

(15-32)

Effects of the Nordic methods of prescribing
physical activity
There is no study comparing the different Nordic models of prescribing physical activity, so there is a lack
of knowledge if any method is better than the other.
The methods in Denmark, Finland and Sweden have
been evaluated and all shown positive results on physical activity level (5;8;10;18-20;25), also the Norwegian
methods seems to has this positive effects (13). Studies
also indicate that (3;5;9;10;15;20;27;33;34):

than general written advice.
• Physical activity on prescription are more effective
than standard care.
• Physical activity on prescription is cost-effective
• Registration of physical activity with feedback
from the physiotherapist has better effect than ordinary care.

Conclusion

Based on research and experiences from the Nordic
countries, one can conclude that it is not possible to
propose a single model for physical activity on prescription that suits all patients, prescribers and different local conditions. Work must consequently be
adapted based on the current circumstances. However,
it is suggested that individualized physical activity on
prescription should be the first choice. Since individualized physical activity prescription has similar effects
as exercise referral, with training within the health care
setting that is more resource intensive. The more intensive intervention should be saved for those patients
who really need that extra support. Guidance for the
future would be:
• It is important that both the activity prescribed and
the support provided to cover the patient’s needs is
adapted to the individual.
• In general, health care personnel should use two
levels of efforts for patients who need to increase
their physical activity for preventive or curative
purposes.
1. Patients are mainly offered motivational interviews
with an individually adapted, written prescription
of physical activity that the patient is to conduct on
his or her own (daily activity and/or organised activity).
2. Patients who need more help to get started with
physical activity are offered exercise groups in the
health care services as an initial step. An individually adapted, written prescription can then facilitate the transition from structured exercise within
the health care services to the individual becoming
lastingly, independently physically active.

• Exercise referral have a similar effect as repeated
patient-centred counselling (can be compared with
physical activity on prescription).
• Referral to physiotherapist-led group training
sessions 2-3 times a week for 3-4 months and follow-ups have better effect than ordinary care, however there were no extra effect compared to physical activity on prescription.
• Physical activity on prescription have better effect
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Various methods to promote physical
activity (PA) within the health care setting are used internationally, as well as
several methods that include written prescriptions of physical activity. However,
the various methods include different
components. What is unique about the
Swedish physical activity on prescription
(PAP) method is that the counselling and
prescription are individualised based on
the patient’s circumstances and that all
licensed health care professionals with
adequate expertise may prescribe PAP.
Furthermore the patients participate in
exercise activities outside the direction of
healthcare services and a central component in PAP is to integrate physical activity into everyday life (1).
The Swedish PAP method has been
shown to be an effective method in primary health care to increase PA for at
least 12 months (2-5). Compared to control treatment PAP increases PA on at
least moderate intensity with more than

150 minutes/week (6;7). The adherence
to PAP is as good as to other long-term
treatments (8;9). PAP improves quality
of life and cardio-metabolic risk factors
(2;5;7). PAP is the recommended method
in Sweden to promote PA in patients. The
National Board of Health and Welfare’s
states in the guidelines for disease prevention methods, that “health care services should offer counselling as well as
written prescriptions or pedometers and
special follow-ups to individuals with
insufficient levels of physical activity”
(10;11).
Core components of Swedish PAP
The five core components of the Swedish PAP (in Swedish Fysisk aktivitet på
recept, FaR) are illustrated in Figure 1
(1;6;12). The core aspect of PAP is that all
work is based on the individual, meaning
that the work builds on a patient-centred
approach. What controls the patient-centred counselling are the patient’s state of
health, symptoms, diagnoses, potential

Figure 1 The Swedish physical activity on prescription model is based on five cornerstones.

Written perscription

Evidence based PA recommendation

Patient-centered Individualized counselling

Follow-up

Supporting environment,
community-based network

A patient-centred counselling, using evidence based physical activity in the particular case, results in an
individualized written prescription, which should be followed-up. To promote increase and maintenance
of physical activity level a community-based network with healthcare and activity organisers is important.
Adopted with permission from Kallings 2008 (6).
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risk factors, motivation, prior experiences, what the
patient finds as fun and possible to do, and what kind
of support the patient needs to increase his or her level of physical activity. It is appropriate to conclude the
counselling by writing down the prescription on the
prescription form. Then it can be viewed as an agreement.

return visits or by phone, letter, e-mail or text message.
A community-based network is an important part of
PAP in order to develop a supporting environment to
help the individual to both increase and maintain his or
her activity level. The healthcare system shall cooperate with various activity organisers in the local community, such as NGOs like sports associations, pensioners’
associations and patient associations, or municipal facilities and private businesses.

The individualized written prescription must state
type of PA (aerobic fitness training/strength training/
flexibility training), dose (frequency, relative intensity,
and duration), prescribed activities, contraindication
and a plan for follow-up. Often the written prescription includes current physical activity level, reason for
prescription, and what the patients themselves have as
one’s ambition. Together with the written prescription
the patient receive a PA diary. All PA is handled outside
the direction of healthcare services and includes every
day activities and an activity that the patient does on
his or her own or an organised activity.

PAP in clinical practice
Those who may prescribe PAP are licensed healthcare
professionals who should have knowledge of the patient’s current state of health, how physical activity can
be used for prevention and treatment, patient-centred
counselling, the PAP method with all five core components as well as local procedures for PAP. Most prescription is made by GP´s, physiotherapists and nurses, but also by other specialist doctors, psychologists
and dieticians.

To ensure that the prescribed PA is evidence-based, the
scientific knowledge bank “Physical Activity in the Prevention and Treatment of Disease” (FYSS) is used (12).

According to research, development and clinical experience, clear structures for how PAP should be used are
important. Most county councils and regions in Sweden have prepared guidelines, policies, flow charts and
organisational diagrams for how one should work with
PAP. Based on the basic model for PAP, every county
council or region has developed variants adapted to the
specific conditions that prevail locally (Figure 2). Many
have developed various kinds of guidance or support
functions (PAP-coaches) within or outside the health

The follow up of the PAP prescription is important in
order to adjust the prescription and work more on motivation when necessary. The person prescribing PAP is
responsible for ensuring that follow-up is done of both
the health outcome and the level of physical activity.
The prescriber or other health care personnel can have
renewed contact with the patient through, for instance,
Figure 2 Organization of The Swedish physical activity on prescription method.

Physical activity presctriptions, PAP
Motivational counselling by the Health
Care Professional Agreement of suitable
physical activity

PAP-coach within
health care

Motivational counselling
& help to find
suitable activity

PAP-coach outside
health care

Own activities/organized groups/special PAP-groups

Prescriber/patient responsible for
follow-up

PAP-coach within
health care

Follow-up of PA
within 6 months

PAP-coach outside
health care

Coaches write a report upon physical activity to the prescriber
The basic model (blue boxes) and the two main variants of the model, with PAP-coaches within or outside the health care setting.
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care setting, that they can offer the patients who need
more assistance (1).
In virtually all county councils and regions, health care
services collaborate with activity organisers in the PAP
work. This is most often regulated by agreement or
contract. In many county councils and regions, there
are specially trained leaders for the activities. In some
places, activity organisers can help monitor the physical activity and give feedback to the prescriber (1).
PAP is most widespread in primary health care. However, PAP is also increasingly prescribed in specialist
care, especially in psychiatry. There are, however, some
aspects that may require special adjustment of the method compared with that in primary care, such as the
care chain. In municipal health care services, there is
often a lack of structures for how to work with PAP.
There has been a positive trend in the total number of
PAP prescribed in Sweden since 2007, with a yearly increase of 30-67 %. An estimate is that just about 50,000
PAP were prescribed in 2010. This could be described
as in average about 5 PAP /1000 inhabitants or about 1
PAP /1000 health care visits. However, large variations
exists between different county councils and regions
with a distribution of 2–15 PAP /1000 inhabitants and
0,5–2 PAP /1000 health care visits (12).
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Over the last decades, more attention has
been paid to the effects of physical activity (PA) on health and disease, morbidity
and mortality. Numerous epidemiological studies have provided strong evidence that there are inverse associations between PA and the risk for cardiovascular
mortality and morbidity. An important
issue in these relationships is the importance of characteristics of PA and exercise training interventions.
Characteristics of PA and exercise
In order to quantify the amount of PA or
the required energy expenditure, often
the term METs is used. MET is the metabolic equivalent unit, which expresses
energy expenditure in multiples of resting energy cost. One MET is equivalent
to an oxygen uptake (O2) of 3.5 ml/min
per kg body weight, which is the amount
of energy expended during 1 minute of
rest.
The characteristics of PA are typically
described in terms of Frequency, Intensity, Time (or duration) and Type of
PA, the FITT principle of exercise. These dimensions are used to describe the
dose of PA or exercise needed to exhibit
particular physiological responses and
outcomes. Frequency refers to the number of activity sessions per day, week, or

month. The number of activity minutes
in each session is described as time, while total time of activity session or of PA
programme is termed duration. Intensity
describes energy expenditure associated
with certain PA (light, moderate, or vigorous). The type of PA or exercise includes all activities from different domains,
such as active transportation, household
activities, leisure-time physical activities
(LTPA), and occupational physical activities. Type of exercise interventions refers
also to aerobic or endurance activities, to
strength or resistance exercise or flexibility or coordination exercises. Finally, the
mode of PA or exercise is an important
characteristic, although not mentioned
in the abbreviation of the FITT principle and indicate the type of contraction
(isometric, isotonic or isokinetic), the
type of mechanical/physiological action
(dynamic versus static; aerobic versus
anaerobic and continuous versus interval
exercises.
Intensity of exercise
Intensity of exercise can be expressed in
many different ways, in absolute (METs;
RPE scale) or in relative terms (percentage of maximal capacity or heart rate)
(Table 1) (1;2) or in subjective feelings.
As an example, moderate-intensity PA is
usually defined as any PA level at which a

Table 1 Relationship among indices of exercise intensity and training zones
Intensity

Lactate
(mmol/l)

METs

VO2max
(%)

HRR
(%)

HRmax
(%)

RPE
scale

Training
Zone

Low intensity, light
effort

2-3

2-4

28-39

30-39

45-54

10-11

Aerobic

Moderate intensity,
moderate effort

4-5

4-6

40-59

40-59

55-69

12-13

Aerobic

High intensity, vigorous effort

6-8

6-8

60-79

60-84

70-89

14-16

Lactate, aerobic,
anaerobic

Very hard effort

8-10

8-10

>80

>84

>89

17-19

Lactate, aerobic,
anaerobic

HRmax, maximum heart rate; HRR, heart rate reserve; METs, metabolic equivalents, 1 MET = individual metabolic
resting demand, when sitting quiet, about 3.5 ml oxygen/kg/min or 1 kcal (4.2 kj/kg/h in the general population;
RPE, Borg rating of perceived exertion (6-20 scale).
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person experiences some increase in breathing or heart rate and a rate of perceived exertion (RPE) of 11–14
on the Borg scale. The person should be able to carry on a conversation comfortably during the activity.
It is typically characterized as energy expenditure of
3–6 METs, for instance, brisk walking. Vigorous-intensity is any type of activity that is intense enough to
represent a substantial challenge to an individual and
results in a significant increase in heart rate, breathing
frequency, and sweating. In terms of energy expenditure, it is equivalent to any activity that corresponds
to more than 6 METs, for instance, jogging. Activities
corresponding to less than 3 METs are characterized as
light activities, but may, if the duration is sufficiently
long, contribute to health.
Relative exercise intensity refers to a portion of maximal
power (load) that is maintained during exercise and is
usually prescribed as a percentage of maximal aerobic
capacity (VO2max) on the basis of a cardiopulmonary
stress test. Training intensity can also be expressed as
a percentage of maximal heart rate (HRmax) recorded
in a stress test or predicted on the basis of an equation
stating that HRmax equals 220 minus age. We do not
recommend the use of prediction equations of HRmax
for individuals, because of the large standard deviation.
A frequently used method to express exercise intensity
is by using the Karvonen formula, which uses a percentage of a person’s HR reserve (HRR = the difference
between HRmax and resting HR) and adds it to the resting HR. There are caveats and cautions to the use of
HR for prescribing and evaluating exercise intensity in
persons under β-blocker medication. Ideally, the HR
derived for training should only be used if the functional capacity (or stress test) was performed under actual
medication.
Importance of intensity of exercise
Of all the basic elements of exercise prescription,
exercise intensity is recently claimed to be an important factor in the development of aerobic fitness and
reversion of risk factors. We have reviewed in a series
of three papers the importance of characteristics and
modalities of PA and exercise in the management of
cardiovascular health in the general population (part
I), in individuals with cardiovascular risk factors (part
II) and in individuals with cardiovascular disease (part
III) (1-3).
In the population at large, we could conclude from
several recent reviews and meta-analyses that a dose-response curve on cardiovascular outcome has
undoubtedly been demonstrated. Higher exercise intensities have greater preventive impact on total and

cardiovascular mortality and on cardiovascular morbidity than no or only light intensity exercise. Moderate intensity exercise already exerts a protective effect
whereas high intensity exercise has additional effects
compared to moderate intensity exercise.
When targeting cardiovascular risk factors, a more divergent outcome regarding intensity became apparent
from the available literature. To decrease or maintain
body weight, duration of moderate intense aerobic activity is more important than high intensity activity (4).
The same yields probably for decreasing plasma triglycerides and LDL cholesterol levels. On the other hand,
some data suggest that for increasing HDL a sufficient
amount of intense aerobic exercise is warranted. For
diabetes, the best characteristic of PA and exercise is
the combination of aerobic and dynamic strength exercises with sufficient intensity and performed at least
every second day. Submaximal prolonged walking, jogging, cycling, and swimming are representative types
of exercise, usually called aerobic or endurance. Concerning blood pressure, dynamic exercise training, as
well aerobic as resistance exercise training, exerts hypotensive effects, the former clearly more expressed in
hypertensive subjects. The importance of intensity of
exercise in relation to blood pressure is less clear.
In patients with different cardiovascular diseases, high
intensity aerobic interval exercise training was recently advocated by as well American, Canadian as European Associations on Cardiovascular Rehabilitation
for patients with coronary artery disease (CAD) and
patients with stable chronic heart failure (5). A recent
meta-analysis confirms that aerobic interval training
improves aerobic performance by on average 22% in
contrast to moderate continuous training where the
effect of exercise training averaged only 12% (6). The
latter increase, however, is inferior to that what usably
is found after cardiac rehabilitation. We have previously demonstrated an increase of on average 26% in 1909
patients with cardiac disease and determinant analysis
showed that training intensity and frequency were the
most important factors explaining the change in exercise capacity after exercise training (7). In other cardiovascular patient populations less data are available on
the importance of exercise intensity.
Finally, it must be emphasized that intense exercise
should be individually and safely prescribed and therefore, graded exercise testing is warranted in every individual with a risk profile for cardiovascular events (8).
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Certain problems in health care are referred to as complex – preventable chronic
disease is certainly one of them. It is nothing short of amazing to consider that
45 years have passed since the Executive
Board of the WHO predicted that cardiovascular disease, a major portion of preventable chronic disease, would become
one of the greatest epidemics humankind has faced (1). Forty-five years later,
non-communicable diseases (NCDs) are
the dominant health challenge globally,
accounting for 63% of deaths worldwide
(2). Moreover, the problem is no longer
predominantly in Western cultures. 80%
of NCD-related deaths, especially premature deaths, occur in low- and middle-income countries (2).
This apparent lack of progress is by no
means from lack of effort. Consider the
many disease prevention initiatives,
across multiple sectors, directed toward
specific populations over the last four
decades (Table 1). Despite these efforts,
the morbidity and mortality from preventable chronic disease continues to increase. While remarkable, advances have
been made in other fields of medicine
over the same period of time, these advances have mainly been in single-system
diseases. Chronic disease, because of its
complexity, presents a particularly stubborn problem. With that understanding
comes the realization that additional approaches are a rational way to proceed if
we hope to make progress in the prevention of chronic disease.

Table 1 Types pf efforts in disease prevention
1. Compiling Scientific Research
a. Epidemiological data (risk factors, efficacy,
effectiveness)
b. Evidence-based recommendations
c. Implementation science
2. Public Health Initiatives
a. Health Promotion
b. Prevention Advocacy
c. Wellness Programs
3. Policy & Regulations
a. Government
b. Major non-governmental organizations
c. Health care industry
d. Food industry
e. Tobacco industry
4. Teaching & Education
a. Degree granting institutions
b. School curricula
c. Medical conferences and publications
d. Parental guidance
e. News media – print, television, internet
5. Personal Counseling
a. Health care professionals
b. Fitness industry professionals
6. Site- or Context-Specific Programs
a. Work place
b. Physical education
c. Health care facilities, programs, services
d. Sport venues and programs (“sport for all”,
“everyone’s an athlete”)
7. Built Environment
a. Urban planning
b. Active transport
c. Community facilities
8. Technology
a. “Apps” (applications)
b. EMR (electronic medical record)
c. Big data
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New thinking for a complex problem
Heng makes the case that complex problems do not
lend themselves well to reductionist thinking (3). Unfortunately, that can present a ‘thinking’ problem in
itself for those of us steeped in the data-driven, analytical approach to medical science. Reductionism has
been so successful in so many areas of medicine that
it is difficult for one to get one’s mind around a different approach. But the signs are unmistakable – we
must do so to prevent chronic disease. Accumulating
scientific evidence about the relative impacts of a myriad of independent variables has not been the answer
to reducing the morbidity and mortality from chronic
disease. Innovation is critically needed at the interface
between intervention efficacy and effectiveness for the
four chronic disease risk factors: diet, exercise, alcohol
and tobacco.
One possible reason for the lack of innovation in disease prevention may be that risk factor reduction requires
behavioral change. By and large, health care providers
view behavioral change as the purview of the patient
(4). Therein lies the key to innovation. To what extent
have efforts within the clinical community focused on
determining what matters most to people/patients,
and therefore, what governs their behavioral choices?
Analysis of the Status Quo
Without innovation, we remain tangled in the many
tentacles of status quo, unable to disrupt the static
landscape of disease prevention. The resulting hesitancy and ambivalence (if not outright hopelessness) has
created longstanding, observable characteristics that
define the current landscape in disease prevention (5).
One characteristic is blame; the tendency to displace
accountability for the problem of disease prevention.
The targets of blame are multiple, most commonly the
health care industry, medical school education, the
food industry, governments or patients. The result is an
accountability fog that leads to further fragmentation
rather than the interdisciplinary collaboration required
for complex problems. Another characteristic is fuzzy
strategy. Recommendations and guidelines for disease
prevention, published by influential global organizations, are typically at a high level of abstraction and thus,
non-actionable. National, regional, and local health
care agencies, taking their lead from global exemplars,
default to the same abstraction-inaction archetype,
providing intervention implementation strategies at
the level of the end-user (person or patient) that are
vague and non-actionable. A third is desperation; a sort
of ‘doubling down’ or continued preoccupation with
top-down approaches that are known to be ineffecti-

ve. This gives rise to improbable ideas and misdirected
solutions aimed at merely improving and expanding
existing approaches or calling for arcane sweeping societal changes outside innovation’s locus of control (6).
A fourth characteristic is perpetuation of the status quo
through misplaced trust in industry experts whose motivations may include avoiding disruption of favorable
economic conditions currently in place within health
care. Finally, while technology will surely play a major
role in disease prevention strategies, the current default to technology is premature in our innovation process. Why? Because technology is most effective when
it solves an underlying human problem and that first
requires the human problem to be fully understood.
Taken together, these five characteristics comprise the
current landscape in disease prevention. In order to
begin to change the mindset hidden beneath this landscape, health care providers must come to the realization that disease prevention is not a ‘knowing’ problem.
It is a ‘doing’ problem. Human behavioral change is
the core issue, not just for patients, but underlying the
mindset of every single person whose path crosses the
path of those with preventable chronic disease. Crossing the knowing-doing gap is difficult at the best of times. Without innovation, it becomes impossible.
Human-centered design is innovative
Other literature has addressed the key advances and
contributions of fields such as Public Health, Behavioral Science, and Implementation Science in preventing chronic disease. In addition to these, there is a less
well-known approach more frequently found outside
the health care industry. For the last several decades
many industries have used a form of Design Thinking,
known as Human-Centered Design (HCD), to understand the factors that govern behavior and choice in
potential customers. HCD is a scientific approach using
methods within a process to determine end-user needs.
In effect, HCD is a systematic approach that meets people where they are, and designs systems, processes or
products to help them get where they want to be. HCD
holds promise to drive the ‘doing’ part of preventable
chronic disease prevention, thus implementing the
‘knowing’ drawn from evidence-based recommendations.
HCD is a creative and scientific field devoted to adapting systems to the people who will use them, rather
than requiring people to adapt to the systems (7-11).
HCD addresses human limitations by creating designs
from insights gained through empirical study of the
people who will use a system or product. It is a phased, iterative process, in which individual designers or
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design teams use established methods to develop systems, programs, processes or products that are suited
to the people who will use them. These methods often
include systematically observing people’s natural tendencies; understanding and empathizing with people;
eliciting their goals; developing rough, preliminary designs to help people meet their goals; collecting data
of various kinds about how people use, do not use, or
are unable to use the preliminary designs; and revising
designs according to these data.
HCD might be thought of as an expansion of motivational interviewing, a style of interaction already in use
in medicine to help people align their behavior with
their health goals. Motivational interviewing is defined
as, “a collaborative, person-centered form of guiding to
elicit and strengthen motivation for change (12)”. Like
motivational interviewing, HCD is oriented around
individuals’ goals; however, HCD goes beyond motivation by also incorporating other aspects relevant to
each patient and by involving people, patients, health
care providers and others in the co-design of physical
prototypes or defined processes. Perhaps the most important distinction is that HCD is explicitly iterative in
response to data from people’s reactions to prototype
designs. Although it would be wonderful if every design
achieved its objectives on the first try, more often, first
attempts fail. The crux of HCD is to systematically learn from early failures as quickly as possible in order
to reach success sooner that you might otherwise. This
philosophy is often dubbed, “Fail early, fail well,” or,
“Fail forward”.
HCD complements approaches currently being used
for disease prevention and makes a critically important addition by focusing on the unique needs, context,
goals, desires, strengths and limitations of the end-user
and by testing prototype designs early and often in iterative design cycles. Designing solutions with human
end-users increases the chances that the solutions will
be suited to them, thus increasing the chances of success.
Implementing behavioral design
There are two important questions to be answered in
order to advance HCD as a method for reducing the
morbidity and mortality of chronic disease. The first is
whether or not the methods and processes of HCD can
be taught to a large mass of people within a relatively
short period of time (often referred to as ‘scalability’).
The second concerns whether or not success in disease prevention is associated with a widespread shift in
the way we think about chronic disease (referred to as
‘mindset’).

The first question concerns the likelihood of changing
the mindset in disease prevention through the creation
and dissemination of appropriate web-based training
programs for HCD. An example, from recent history,
is the wide-scale adoption of new training programs
for the pre-hospital care of trauma victims (Advanced
Trauma Life Support). 40 years ago, an orthopedic
surgeon by the name of Jim Styner, crashed a small
aircraft he was flying into a field in Nebraska. His wife
died immediately and three of his four children were
critically injured. Jim found that pre-hospital emergency care was inadequate and inappropriate and set
out to make changes. Advanced Trauma Life Support,
the program Jim helped to build, has now been adopted by more than 60 countries as the standard of care
for both pre-hospital and trauma center settings. A
similar approach for cardiac arrest, stroke and other
non-traumatic collapse, Advanced Cardiac Life Support has been equally successful in changing the mindset about pre-hospital care for non-traumatic life-threatening emergencies.
If we were to provide standard training in design for
the target audiences that intersect with the preventable
chronic disease trajectory (health care professionals,
health care administrators, medical researchers, medical product designers, medical insurance companies,
patients, and families) many small-scale interventions,
programs and products could be created, tested and
iteratively refined to identify designs that may be effective on a larger scale (5). This would create products,
programs and services that work for people rather than
expecting people to adapt to ill-fitting systems. Fostering widespread use of HCD methods for disease prevention, we might achieve widespread adoption of a
human factors approach. In the same way that Advanced Trauma Life Support does not require a definitive diagnosis in the trauma patient, disease prevention
advocates that functional capacity rather than a specific clinical diagnosis would be the entry point for preventive measures (10). Widespread implementation of
this approach would help to change the mindset from
disease to prevent and from cure to functional capacity.
The second question concerns whether or not a shift in
mindset is a sufficient catalyst to change the outcomes
for preventable chronic disease. At present, chronic disease is viewed as disease-based: abnormal single system pathobiology that fits a reductionist disease model for diagnosis and treatment. If a patient has several
of these diseases (most do), he or she is referred to as
having multiple co-morbidities. But, as argued above,
the reality is that chronic disease requires emergent
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rather than reductionist thinking; in short, a shift in
mindset.
An example of a major shift in mindset that took place
in 20th century England is the hospice movement. End
of life care was characterized in many medical reports
as abysmal, but the health care system proved unable to
respond. A British nurse, Cicely Saunders, held tightly
to the belief that terminally ill patients need compassionate care that is both medical and also addresses their
fears and concerns for physical comfort. She dedicated
her life to her belief, meeting substantial resistance
that resulted in her obtaining additional training as a
medical social worker and also as a physician, in the
hope her ability and credibility would help to surmount
the resistance. Hospice is now available in hundreds of
countries and is supported and advocated by the World
Health Organization. Knighted by Queen Elizabeth in
1979, Dame Cecily Saunders’ work provides an example of a major shift in mindset.
Prevention by design
In a similar way, a mindset change in chronic disease is possible. Some indicators that this is taking place
already exist; most notably the shifting demographics
associated with an aging population and the media attention given to this. Because HCD uses an approach
that is different from but complementary to data-driven, top-down approaches, an opportunity to close the
knowing-doing gap exists. For disease prevention, we
already have the “what” needs to be done. What is missing, and where innovation is required is the “how” do
we do it.
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Disease prevention is more of a human problem than a
purely scientific one (13). The lack of progress in reducing the morbidity and mortality of chronic disease indicates that another approach is needed, one that takes
individual human needs, concerns, goals, abilities and
limitations into account. Fortunately, HCD is available
as a method to provide just that.
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Today there is a worldwide consensus
that physical activity is crucial to maintain different aspects of health. The focus
has been directed towards the required
dose and how it should be implemented
to be a natural part of daily living. The
general recommendations of physical activity show high degree of international
conformity concerning the mode, intensity, frequency and duration of physical
activity to reach the required dose, and
are explicit for the specific target group
(e.g. children, adults, elderly). The global recommendations on PA for health by
the World Health Organization (1) for
adults 18-64 years old provided serve as
an example herein.
One key message is that some physical activity is better than doing nothing.
The purpose of this statement is to make
people decrease their time spent sedentary. However, more extensive effects on
health involve a variation of activities engaging large muscle groups at both moderate and vigorous intensity. As a minimal recommendation, individuals are
encouraged to engage in moderate-intensity aerobic physical activity at least 150
minutes throughout the week (e.g. brisk
walking,, biking, dancing, swimming,
household chores) or in vigorous-intensity aerobic physical activity at least
75 minutes (e.g. running, fast biking or
swimming, sports), or a combination of
both intensity levels. Each session should
be performed with a duration of at least
10 minutes. Muscle-strengthening activities should be included as well, performed two or more days a week.

minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic
physical activity, alternatively 150 minutes of vigorous-intensity physical activity, or a combination of both. There are
several opportunities to accumulate the
recommended amount of physical activity during occupation, transportation and
leisure time, doing sports and exercise
and by engaging in family and community activities. The general approach by
physically inactive individuals is to increase their physical activity gradually, to
increase the chance of maintaining motivation as well as for preventing occurrence of injuries or adverse events.
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However, additional health benefits can
be attained with a higher dose of physical activity, for example 300 weekly
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